The AUTOMATIC DEPOSIT Method
Training Program & Trade Strategy Alert

I couldn’t be more thrilled to share this lucrative new trading method, which will work
for you no matter what your current level of trading experience or knowledge:
* You can trade debit spread options in most brokerage accounts…
* You don’t need to already be rich —these options can be traded for as little as
$100 per contract, though we recommend investing approximately $600 per trade…
* You can trade small in the beginning, and then once you’re profitable, you'll have
the ability to invest a little more—
* You also don’t need to accept unlimited risk. Unlike futures and Forex trading,
you can never lose more than you invest. You know that amount before you ever
push the trade button.
Now, it doesn’t take a genius to Google “options” or “options income” and get results for
hundreds of different methods that promise to make you rich by next week.
My method is different in that I use a dual approach—The first is what’s called a “debit
spread”…and ties into a concept I teach called “POP” or probability of profit, and how
we use them to radically increase trade profits.
Without getting overly technical, the POP from trading Debit Spreads is the advantage of
a much lower breakeven.
Also, trading debit spreads reduces the impact of 2 of the 3 market conditions needed for
a profitable trade.
The main condition is getting the direction right (that is the easy part based on the POP
strategy). The other two have to do with premium‐‐Theta and Vega decreased with debit
spreads.
Bottom line: when you have my POP strategy working for you, it helps zero in on stocks
that have big moves every day.

There are 10 specific Trade Guidelines that are incorporated in selecting the right stock
and the most profitable option. These guidelines are explained in the book you'll receive,
and I use them in explaining the expiration and strikes that are discussed in the trade
strategy alerts that are sent to your email address or phone text.
The proprietary Kirkland Oscillator can be used by both types of traders—the trader who
is a higher risk taker, wanting the earliest trade entry… and the more conservative trader
who waits for a surefire entry trigger.
The strategy provides specific Profit Targets (when to take profit) and Stop Loss Exits
(when to cut a loss short). You get everything you need to get in and get out, profitably.
I think of debit spreads as driving a safe, reliable car; one with a metal body like a
Hummer, rather than slick, showy fiberglass sports car.
Then the POP strategy, proprietary oscillator, candlesticks, and guidelines give you the
opportunity to apply defensive driving techniques and use a road map of shortcuts to
arrive safely at even higher profit numbers.
But there’s a deeper explanation for the name of this new service, because when you spell
it out—you see all facets of this incredible trading method:

Dual – Because the system profits from both put/call options AND spreads
(with the latter being the primary focus) there’s actually TWO ways to profit!

Earning – You’ll have dramatically increased earning power the moment
you begin learning from our alerts and placing your own trades.

Passive – Nothing is 100% passive (meaning you do nothing at all). But
when you only have to “work” a few minutes each day, that’s as close as you
get to passive income!

Options – We focus exclusively on options with this method, because as I
mentioned, they are highly liquid and most suitable for producing income.

Spreads – You learned earlier that, when done properly and coupled with
the Kirkland Oscillator, debit spreads can really help you maximize your
probability of profit (POP).

Income – Trades using this strategy routinely close in 17 days or less, and
typically well under 30 days.

Trading – By now, you should understand that there are few, if any,
legitimate and legal ways to make regular deposits with little effort, other
than profitable trading.

